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THE OPINION OF A REVIEWER TO THE

‘ATHENÆUM’

“Infatuation,” by Marcus Knox, is a work of remarkable promise and considerable insight, distinguished alike by natural writing and vivid realism.

The main theme concerns the love of a young and beautiful English girl for an Italian priest who is devoted to his faith, and the author pictures with tragic stress the sacrifice that both make by their complete surrender to the claims of the higher life.

The great problem raised in this book will certainly provoke acute controversy, dealing as it does with a vital aspect of the eternal conflict between the spirit and the flesh.

The author depicts with rare and convincing skill the clash of passion with faith, the war of temperaments; and throughout the pages of an arresting story he weaves a thread of excitement, adventure and sustained interest.

In dealing with deep and debatable questions of sex, Mr. Knox writes with fearless courage and complete sincerity. Moreover, his characters are drawn with a knowledge born of experience, in a word they are real. He has given us a book that will compel thought and provoke interest, a volume that must by no means be overlooked; a story that every man and woman should read.

A. Vernon Carey.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

GENTLEMEN,

This great War affected us very seriously. Volume 45 was very well printed, and our Printer deserved our support when his Printing Manager left for the front early in August. We waited until the new Chief was well used to his position, and I hope you will agree with me that under the trying circumstances Volume 46 does him credit, and the delay was justified.

I take this opportunity to thank Mr. Temple Moore for his kindness in lending me so many interesting illustrations of his work, and I hope to reproduce some of his decorative panels and details in Volume 47, 1915.

I hope to succeed in procuring a representative Review of Mr. R. Atkinson’s architectural work for Volume 47, and shall in that Volume produce the Sculptures exhibited in the Royal Academy of 1914, which arrangement will in subsequent issues permit me to print in the second issue of each year a representative Review of the Academy exhibits, it being exceedingly difficult to procure material before the Exhibition closes.

In this issue I wish to bring before your notice a section devoted to American Sculpture. Concerning Book Reviews I have been able to obtain permission to reproduce some of the plates of “Arte Medioevale negli Abruzzi,” which after perusal I think will require no introductory note.
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